Abstract. Assume 
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper K is an algebraically closed field and D is a complete discrete valuation domain which is a K-algebra such that D/p ∼ = K, where p is the unique maximal ideal of D. We denote by F = D 0 the field of fractions of D.
We recall that a D-order Λ in a finite-dimensional semisimple F -algebra C is a D-subalgebra Λ of C which is a finitely generated free D-submodule of C and Λ contains an F -basis of C [?]. We denote by latt(Λ) the category of right Λ-lattices, that is, finitely generated right Λ-modules which are free as D-modules. It is well known that any D-order is a semiperfect ring and the category latt(Λ) has the finite unique decomposition property [?, Section 1.1].
A D-order Λ is said to be of finite lattice type if the category latt(Λ) has finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. A D-order Λ is said to be of tame lattice type if the indecomposable Λ-lattices of any fixed D-rank form a finite set of at most one-parameter families. The orders of tame lattice type are divided into two classes: the orders of polynomial and of non-polynomial growth (see [?] , [?, Section 3] , [?, Section 7] ). The definitions are presented at the end of this section.
In the present paper we continue our study of tame three-partite subamalgams of tiled D-orders discussed in [27] - [29] . We use the terminology and notation introduced there. We denote by M m (D) the full m × m-matrix ring with coefficients in D. We suppose that n, n 1 , n 2 > 0 and n 3 ≥ 0 are 
where Λ 2 = Λ 1 , n 1 = n 2 , n 1 + n 2 + n 3 = n and Λ 3 is a hereditary n 3 × n 3 -matrix D-order In particular i D j = D for 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 and n 1 + n 3 < j ≤ n. Note that 1 = ε 1 +ε 3 +ε 2 , where ε 1 , ε 3 and ε 2 are the matrix idempotents of Λ corresponding to the identity elements of Λ 1 , Λ 3 and Λ 2 , respectively. By a three-partite subamalgam of Λ we mean the D-suborder weak non-negativity) of a reduced Tits quadratic form q Λ • : Z n1+2n3+2 → Z associated with Λ • is a necessary and sufficient condition for Λ • to be of finite (resp. tame) lattice type.
Our main results in this paper are: a characterization of the D-orders Λ
• of tame lattice type which are of polynomial growth (Theorem 1.5 below), and the structure theorem for lattice-tame D-orders Λ • of non-polynomial growth (Theorem 6.2). Theorem 1.5. Let K be an algebraically closed field and D a complete discrete valuation domain which is a K-algebra such that D/p ∼ = K, where p is the unique maximal ideal of D.
Let Λ be a three-partite D-order of the form (1.2) and let Λ
• be the subamalgam (1.4) of Λ ⊆ M n (D), where
and n 1 , n 3 are as above. If the X part or the Y part in (1.2) consists of matrices with coefficients in p then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) The D-order Λ • (1.4) is of tame lattice type and of polynomial growth. (b) Either n 3 ≥ 1, the D-order Λ 1 in (1.2) is hereditary of the form (1.3) and the three-partite subamalgam D-orders Λ
• and rt(Λ)
• (1.7) do not contain three-partite minor D-suborders dominated by any of the 17 threepartite subamalgam D-orders listed in Section 7, or else n 3 = 0 and there exists at most one pair (i, j) such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n 1 and i D j = p in Λ (1.1).
(c) Either n 3 ≥ 1 and the two-peak poset (I * +
3) contains as a two-peak subposet with zero-relations neither the poset
• • ↓ց ւ↓ * + nor any of the ten hypercritical forms Table 1 .9 below ; or else n 3 = 0, the set Z Λ • of zero-relations is empty and the two-peak poset I * + Λ • (without zero-relations) is a two-peak subposet of
We recall from [?] that given a matrix λ ∈ M n (D) we define the reflection transpose of λ to be the transpose matrix rt(λ) ∈ M n (D) of λ with respect to the non-main diagonal. Given any D-order Λ we define the reflection transpose of Λ (resp. of Λ • ) to be the D-order
It is easy to see that rt(Λ • ) = rt(Λ)
• and the map λ → rt(λ) defines the ring anti-isomorphisms Λ ≃ −→ rt(Λ) and
2) if ∆ is obtained from Λ 1 by omitting the i j th row and the i j th column for j = 1, . . . , s.
A three-partite order Ω is said to be a three-partite minor D-suborder of Let Ω be an arbitrary D-order in a semisimple D 0 -algebra C, where D is a complete discrete valuation domain which is an algebra over an algebraically closed field K and D/p ∼ = K. Then Ω is said to be of tame lattice type (or the category latt(Ω) is said to be of tame representation type) if for any number r ∈ N there exists a non-zero polynomial h ∈ K[y] and a family of additive functors
is the full subcategory of mod(A) consisting of one-dimensional A-modules and M (1) , . . . M (s) are A-Ω-bimodules satisfying the following conditions:
(P1) All but finitely many indecomposable Ω-lattices of D-rank r are isomorphic to lattices in Im(−) Given an integer r ≥ 1 we define µ In Section 2 we collect basic facts on K-linear socle projective representations of multi-peak posets with zero-relations we need in this paper.
In Section 3 we associate with Λ • a two-peak poset (I * + 
The dotted line in F 4 means a zero-relation. We shall prove the main theorems of the paper by reducing the problem for lattices over three-partite subamalgams of tiled D-orders to a corre-sponding problem for K-linear socle projective representations of two-peak posets (that is, having exactly two maximal elements) with zero-relations studied in [?] Throughout we denote by (I; ) a finite poset , that is, a finite set I with partial order . We write i ≺ j if i j and i = j. For simplicity we write I instead of (I, ). We denote by max I the set of all maximal elements of I, and I will be called an r-peak poset if |max I| = r.
Given a poset I we denote by KI the incidence algebra of I (see [?] ), that is, the subalgebra of the full matrix algebra M I (K) consisting of all
For i j we denote by e ij ∈ KI the matrix having 1 at the i-j-th position and zeros elsewhere. Given j in I we denote by e j = e jj the standard primitive idempotent of KI corresponding to j.
In our definition of a main reduction functor we also need the notion of a poset with zero-relations (see [?] ).
A set of zero-relations in I is a set Z satisfying the following two conditions:
A right multipeak (or precisely an r-peak ) poset with zero-relations is a pair (I, Z), where I is a poset, r = |max I|, and Z is a set of zero-relations satisfying the following condition:
If Z is empty we write I instead of (I, Z). Given a right r-peak poset (I, Z) with zero-relations we define the incidence K-algebra of (I, Z) to be the K-algebra (see [?]) (2.2)
The addition in K(I, Z) is the usual matrix addition, whereas the product of two matrices λ = [λ ij ] i,j∈I
If Z is empty we get KI = K(I, Z).
The incidence algebra K(I, Z) is basic and the standard matrix idempotents e i , i ∈ I, form a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of
It is easy to see that K(I, Z) is a factor K-algebra of KI modulo the ideal generated by all matrices e ij ∈ KI such that (i, j) ∈ Z. It follows that the global dimension of K(I, Z) is finite (see [?, Lemma 2.1]) and, in view of (Z3), the right socle of K(I, Z) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the right ideals e p K(I, Z), p ∈ max I, called the right peaks of K(I, Z).
We denote by mod sp K(I, Z) the category of socle projective right K(I, Z)-modules, that is, the full subcategory of mod K(I, Z) consisting of modules X such that the socle soc(X) of X is projective and isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the right ideals e p K(I, Z), p ∈ max I.
Definition 2.3 [?]
. Let K be a field and let (I, Z) be a right multipeak poset with zero-relations. A peak (I, Z)-space (or a filtered socle projective representation of (I, Z)) over the field K is a system M = (M j ) j∈I of finitedimensional K-vector spaces M j satisfying the following four conditions.
(a) For any j ∈ I the K-space M j is a K-subspace of
We denote by (I, Z)-spr the category of peak I-spaces (or filtered socle projective representations of (I, Z)) over the field K. The direct sum and indecomposability in (I, Z)-spr are defined in an obvious way.
We recall from [?] that there exists a K-linear functor
which is an equivalence of categories.
Following [?, Section 14.4], we say that the categories mod sp K(I, Z) ∼ = (I, Z)-spr are of tame representation type if for any vector w ∈ N I there exists a non-zero polynomial h ∈ K[y] and a family of additive functors (T1) All but finitely many indecomposable objects M in (I, Z)-spr ∼ = mod sp K(I, Z) such that dim M = w are isomorphic to modules in the union
This means that for any vector w ∈ N I the functors (2. 
First we associate with Λ • the following combinatorial object:
where (I Λ ; ) is the poset (3.1), Let C ′ = {c ′ : c ∈ C} be a chain isomorphic to C. We construct two one-peak enlargements
of the posets C ∪ I ′′ and I ′ ∪ C ≡ I ′ ∪ C ′ by the unique maximal points * and +, and by the new relations i ≺ * and s ≺ + for all i ∈ C ∪ I ′′ and all s ∈ I ′ ∪ C ′ . We associate with Λ
• the two-peak poset with zero-relations
where 
with the following properties:
(i) H is full , reflects isomorphisms and preserves indecomposability. 
(C) The two-peak poset (I * + Λ • , Z Λ • ) with zero-relations associated with
3) contains as a two-peak subposet with zero-relations none of the ten hypercritical posets with zero-relations Table 1 .9, and contains none of the following three hypercritical posets: Note that I * + 
2). The implications (i)⇔(ii)⇔(iii)⇒(iv) are immediate consequences of the construction Λ
• → (I * +
To prove (iv)⇒(iii) assume that, on the contrary, (I * +
Since n 3 ≥ 1, neither of the chains C and C ′ in (3.3) is empty. Further, since by assumption the X part or the Y part of Λ in (1.2) consists of matrices with coefficients in p, it follows that either C or C ′ is incomparable with all elements of the subposet I ′ ≡ I ′′ of (I * +
, its extension by a point of C or a point of C ′ is a twopeak subposet of (I * + 
• and according to [?, (2.19) ] there exists a reflection duality functor
• -spr.
Recall that n 3 ≥ 1 and we assume that the two-peak poset (I * +
with zero-relations contains none of the ten hypercritical posets with zerorelations Table 1 for any p h ∈ max I. We define the set Z of zero-relations in I to be the set generated by the union of Z and the set consisting of the following relations: 
The aim of this section is to show that the reflection duality functors preserve and respect tame representation type and the polynomial growth property. For this purpose we consider the commutative diagram
op is the category of top-injective Klinear representations of (I
op (see [?, 2.4]) defined as follows. The objects of (I
op -tir are systems W = (W j ) j∈I of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces W j satisfying the following four conditions.
(a) Each W j is a factor space of It follows that for any j ∈ I the epimorphism W
where
Morphisms in (I
• , Z
• ) op -tir are defined in a natural way. We define the reflec-
op -tir by associating with any object 
where (5.6) s
is the group isomorphism defined by the formula Throughout we denote by rep K (I, Z) the category of K-linear representation of (I, Z), that is, the systems
of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces X j connected by K-linear maps j h i : X i → X j satisfying the following conditions:
• i h i is the identity map on X i for any i ∈ I,
It is well known that there exists a K-linear equivalence of categories
defined as follows. If X is a module in mod K(I, Z) we define the representation (5.7) in rep K (I, Z) by setting X i = Xe i and we take for j h i : X i → X j the K-linear map defined by multiplication by e ij ∈ K(I, Z). Conversely, if the system (X i , j h i ) i,j∈I,i≺j in rep K (I, Z) is given we set X = i∈I X i and we define the multiplication · :
Throughout we identify the categories mod K(I, Z) and rep
is non-zero, and let R = K(I, Z). The above correspondence allows us to identify any S-R-bimodule S T R with the system
ing the conditions stated above. If S T R is isomorphic to a peak (I, Z)-space
op we define the S-R 1 -bimodule
where S T p − = S T p for p ∈ max I, and S T j is the cokernel of the natural embedding u 
Indeed, by tensoring the sequence (5.10) with S λ over S we get the exact sequence
) j and our claim follows.
Hence we easily conclude that if 
is an almost parameterizing family for the category ind s • (w) ((I The duality functor
also preserves tame representation type and the polynomial growth property, because in view of (b) the functor
such that dim N = w (in the notation of [?, Section 14.5]) and the algebraic K-variety of socle projective representations 
where H is the composed reduction functor (3.5),
is the standard D-duality, and D
• is the composed duality functor
induced by the reflection duality (5.2). Then the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4(ii) and Proposition 5.5. 
The following result is a consequence of the proof in Section 4. (a)⇒ (d) . Assume that Λ • is of tame lattice type and of non-polynomial growth. It follows that n 3 = 0, because according to Theorem 1.5 in case n 3 ≥ 1 every D-order Λ
• of tame lattice type is of polynomial growth.
On the other hand, from the equivalences (1)⇔(2)⇔(3) proved in Section 4 together with Theorem 3.4 it follows that for n 3 = 0 the D-order Λ
• is of tame lattice type if and only if I * + Λ • is a two-peak subposet of G * + m (4.3) for some m ≥ 3. Since Λ
• is of tame lattice type and of non-polynomial growth, Theorem 1.5 yields that I * + Λ • is a two-peak subposet of the two-peak garland (1.6). Hence we easily conclude that I • and a D-algebra isomorphism eΛ
• e ∼ = ∇ (⇒) Assume that Λ • of tame lattice type is of non-polynomial growth. By Theorem 6.2, n 3 = 0 and Λ 1 contains ∇ 2 as a minor D-order. Hence there exists an idempotent e 1 ∈ Λ 1 such that e 1 Λ 1 e 1 ∼ = ∇ 2 . Let e 2 ∈ Λ 2 be the idempotent corresponding to e 1 via the ring isomorphism Λ 1 ∼ = Λ 2 . It is clear that the element e = e 1 0 0
is an idempotent such that there exists a required D-algebra isomorphism eΛ • e ∼ = ∇
•
To finish the proof we note that if e ∈ Λ • is an idempotent such that eΛ
• e ∼ = ∇ 
